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L u m i n a i r e®
SI-5, SI-10, SI-20, SI-35

Soft Diffuse
Halogen Illumination
The SpuntareIntimo® fills the niche
of the occasional need for a more
subtle light source.
We have engineered a white reflector to soften the lamp's output
thereby allowing the designer to
get the benefits of halogen long life
without overpowering the space
with light. The bi-pin lamp in the
SpuntareIntimo® provides an even
neutral color rendition.
This patent pending luminaire is
an excellent choice for subtly
illuminating small elements in
residential courtyards or intimate
seating areas. It is also a great light
source for shadowing or backlighting
small plant material.

SpuntareIntimo®
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When used with the clear lens
positioned 8-12" from a stucco wall the SI will produce its
signature elliptical scallop light
pattern. This elegant technique is
effective even if no plant material
is in the foreground because it
breaks up the static linear lines
of an otherwise plain straight wall.
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Your pleasure of outdoor living does have to
end when the sun goes down. If you want
to spend time outdoors after dark just add
some elegant landscape lighting. Whether you
want to just relax, have a meal, or entertain,
landscape lighting can help. You have invested
money on that nice grill, weather-proofed
furniture, and gas heaters, however your
time to enjoy them doesn't have to be limited to day-light hours. Once you add lighting
outdoors, it will be hard to imagine all that
time you wasted indoors!
Note: This fixture is designed for
uplighting only.
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S puntare I ntimo ® – ordering information
SI comes standard with a 20 watt T3 Halogen lamp, Clear or Frosted Lens (specify F after wattage, EX: SI-20H-F-BZ.), Super Slot Spike®, and any finish.
standard parts:

ORDERING SAMPLE:

Sections:	Description:	what to order:

1

or
T3 Halogen

Clear Lens

(specify F)

2

+

3

+

A , B and/or C

Super Slot
Spike®

Frosted Lens

+

+

= SI-20H-BZ

HexBaffle ®

= HB

CapannaDiNoce ®

= CDS

Standard Options:

Non-standard options:

1 + 2 + 3 Ordered together on same line

A, B and c Must be ordered on separate line!
additional glare control options:

available lamp Configurations:

Does not come pre-assembled with glare control, they will arrive in separate box.

Your choice of one lamp will come pre-installed.
Fixture/Code

1

SI

Wattage/code	

2

CODE

AVG. LIFE HOUR

A

halogen (H) Lamp Options:
5H

2000

10H

2000

20H

2000

35H

2000

HB

additional lens options:

CODE

finish options:

Choose from the following options. All have regular lead times.

3
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HexBaffle®

Comes pre-assembled with a clear lens. All others will arrive in separate box.

B

CODE

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

S

Spread Lens

SO

Solite Lens

CF-1

Peach Lens

CF-2

Blue Lens

CF-3

Green Lens

CF-4

Red Lens

DESCRIPTION
additional mounting options:

BZ

Bronze Metallic

DG

Desert Granite

BF

Black Wrinkle

VF

Verde Speckle

SB

Sedona Brown

WF

White Wrinkle

WI

Weathered Iron
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Comes pre-assembled with Super Slot Spike®.
All other mounting options will arrive in separate box.
Code

	DESCRIPTION

Size

C
CDS

®

8 0 0 - 6 8 8 - 1 2 6 9

CapannaDiNoce® 2.00" x 10.00"

SJ

SuperJ-boX®

2.50" x 12.00"

PM

PostMount®

2.50" x 13.00
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